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Magnetic resonance diffraction using the magnetic field
from a ferromagnetic sphere
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The theory of magnetic resonance diffraction is developed for the case of a crystal in close
proximity of a ferromagnetic sphere. Distinct spectral peaks in the magnetic resonance signal are
discovered for the specific ferromagnetic sphere and magnetic field configurations, and the
appearance of the peaks is a direct signature of the presence of discrete atomic sites in the crystal
lattice. The positions of the spectral peaks are sensitive to the crystal unit-cell size, thereby
providing a method for determination of the basic parameters of the crystal at the atomic scale. The
appearance of the spectral peaks is explained, and the dependence of the magnetic resonance spectra
on the sphere size and the angle of the sphere magnetization with respect to the sample surface is
analyzed. Applications to the studies of crystals, thin films, and crystallites are reviewed, and
potential measurement methods for the confirmation of the diffraction theory are proposed. The
analysis suggests that the long-desired goal of detecting atomic resolution magnetic resonance
diffraction is well within reach of current experimental techniques. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1480466#
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INTRODUCTION

In 1973, two independent and pioneering papers
Lauterbur1 and Mansfield and Grannell2 reported on apply-
ing magnetic field gradients to samples in order to dem
strate magnetic resonance imaging of spatial spin distr
tion. Since then, magnetic resonance imaging~MRI! has
become a well-established three-dimensional~3D! visualiza-
tion technology with tremendous impact on clinic
medicine.3 Although improvements in imaging resolutio
have steadily progressed in the last three decades, the cu
spatial resolution is limited to approximately 1mm4–6 due to
the low energy photons involved in the magnetic resona
process.7 This is contrasted by other imaging technologie
such as electron microscopy8 and various scanning prob
microscopies,9,10 that have provided atomic resolution. Sca
ning probe techniques have also been extended to su
atomic resolution magnetic imaging11 and magnetic reso
nance spin imaging.12

Motivated by the potential of combining 3D imagin
capability of conventional magnetic resonance and
atomic resolution of scanning probe techniques that uti
mechanical cantilevers, Sidles proposed a unique ato
resolution 3D magnetic resonance imaging technique.13 This
method, magnetic resonance force microscopy~MRFM!,
uses a microscopic magnetic particle as a source of ato
scale imaging gradient fields and a mechanical resonator
sensitive detector of magnetic resonance.14 This instrument
marks a change in direction in magnetic resona
detection15 from the standard inductive techniques.16,17

Proof-of-concept demonstrations of the technique were
ried out for various magnetic resonance systems includ

a!In 1999 the author changed his last name from Todorovic to Barbic; e
tronic mail: mladen@caltech.edu
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electron spin resonance,18 nuclear magnetic resonance,19 and
ferromagnetic resonance.20 While this technique is rapidly
progressing by the incorporation of smaller magne
particles21,22 and more sensitive mechanical resonators23

current MRFM imaging resolution of;1 mm24,25 remains at
the level of conventional MRI inductive detection.

While achieving single-spin sensitivity and resolution
a 3D imaging technique is of great significance, the MRF
technique also places challenging demands on the tech
requirements, such as operation at very low temperatu
miniaturization of mechanical cantilevers, and the integrat
of magnetic nanoparticles into resonating structures. It is
intriguing question whether the method currently pursued
achieving single-spin sensitivity and resolution can
complemented by a similar approach that relaxes the MR
sensitivity requirements by allowing many spins to coh
ently contribute to the magnetic resonance signal while s
providing atomic scale information. This was the initial go
of the seminal work by Mansfield and Grannell2,26 who in-
troduced linear field gradients to resolve the atomic latt
planes of the crystal. Their proposed magnetic resonance
fraction technique resembles several other analytical te
niques such as x-ray diffraction,27 neutron diffraction,28 and
electron diffraction,29 which rely on the concept of collecting
a signal from many atomic sites, but reveal the atomic sc
information from the sample due to the regular arrangeme
of the crystal atoms and the wave nature of the prob
beam. These analytical methods result in signal peak
unique scattering angles from which atomic scale inform
tion about the crystal can be deduced. In this article,
numerical prediction of sharp magnetic resonance diffract
peaks from a crystal in proximity of a microscopic ferroma
netic sphere is reported. These peaks represent a direc
nature of the regular atomic structure of the crystal, and th
detection could lead to the realization of the long soug
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after goal of atomic scale magnetic resonance diffraction

MAGNETIC RESONANCE DIFFRACTION MODEL

The basic model configuration is illustrated in Fig. 1.
ferromagnetic sphere is in proximity of the surface of
simple cubic lattice crystal. The sphere is assumed to be
nm in diameter and made of cobalt with the magnetizat
per unit volume of 1500 emu/cm3. The crystal is assumed t
have a unit-cell size ofa053 Å. A large DC magnetic field
B0 is applied parallel to the sample surface, with the purp
of polarizing the spins of the atomic lattice for magne
resonance investigation, as well as saturating the magne
tion of the ferromagnetic sphere. A small radio-frequen
field B1 is applied perpendicular to the large polarizing D
magnetic field B0 . In the absence of the ferromagnet
sphere, the atomic spin sites in the crystal would experie
the same externally applied fieldB0 and therefore meet th
magnetic resonance condition at the same magnetic r
nance frequencyvR. Close to the ferromagnetic sphere,
large magnetic field gradient is present within the crys
and only certain spin sites of the lattice satisfy the corr
magnetic resonance conditions at any given magnetic fi
and frequency. Standard convention is taken that the la
external DC magnetic field is applied in thez direction. The
magnetic field from the ferromagnetic sphere at pointr in the
sample has the azimuthally symmetric dipolar form

BW ~rW !5
3nW ~mW •nW !2mW

urWu3 , ~1!

wheren is the unit vector that points from the center of t
ferromagnetic sphere to the crystal site location, andm is the

FIG. 1. Configuration for the magnetic resonance diffraction using the fi
from a ferromagnetic sphere. Large polarizing magnetic fieldB0 is applied
parallel to the sample surface. It polarizes the sample spins and saturat
ferromagnetic sphere magnetization. Small radio-frequency field is app
perpendicular to the polarizing field for magnetic resonance investiga
Contours of constantBZ are also indicated in the figure, and they have t
azimuthally symmetric form around thez axis. Discrete nature of the atomi
sites in the sample is explicitly introduced into the model.
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magnetic moment vector of the sphere. Since the exte
DC polarizing magnetic fieldB0 is considered to be much
larger than the field from the ferromagnetic sphere, ofB0

;10 T, only thez component of the magnetic field from th
ferromagnetic sphere is included in considering the reson
spins of the atomic lattice

BZ~rW !5
M0

urWu3 ~3 cos2u21!, ~2!

where u is the angle between thez axis and the distance
vectorr as shown in Fig. 1, andM0 is the magnitude of the
saturation magnetic moment of the ferromagnetic sph
The contours of constant fieldBZ from the sphere are als
shown in Fig. 1, and they have the azimuthally symme
form around thez axis.

If the ferromagnetic sphere is sufficiently small that t
magnetic fields vary strongly on the atomic scale, steps n
to be taken into account for the discrete nature of the cry
lattice. Labeling the atomic sites with indices~m, n, l!, and
assuming a unit-cell size with dimensiona0 , the components
in expression~2! take the form

cos2u5
z2

r 2 5
z2

x21y21z2

5
~ la0!2

~ma0!21~na0!21~ la0!2

5
l 2

m21n21 l 2 ~3!

urWu35~x21y21z2!3/25@~ma0!21~na0!21~ la0!2#3/2

5a0
3~m21n21 l 2!3/2. ~4!

Incorporating Eqs.~3! and ~4! into Eq. ~2!, the final expres-
sion is derived for thez component of the magnetic fieldBz

from a ferromagnetic sphere at the atomic site with indic
~m, n, l!

BZ~m,n,l !5
M0~2l 22m22n2!

a0
3~m21n21 l 2!5/2

m5$167,168,...,1`%
~5!

n5$2`,...,21,0,11,...,1`%

l 5$2`,...,21,0,11,...,1`%

The index range for thex axis starts with the integer 167
since expression~5! was derived for the 50 nm radius ferro
magnetic sphere~166.66 times the lattice parametera0

53 Å! at the center of the coordinate system.

MAGNETIC RESONANCE DIFFRACTION
CALCULATION RESULTS

An interesting prediction is made from the model wh
numerical summation is computed for the histogram of
number of resonant spin sites within a 1-G wide shell
constantBz , as shown in Fig. 2~a!. This value of the bin
width is selected since the linewidth broadening in solids
of the order of 1 G.30 In the field range between approx
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matelyB021800 G andB02200 G, distinct peaks occur in
the histogram of the number of resonant spin sites, w
there are no distinguishable features in the positive magn
field range. A magnified view of the spectral region betwe
B021100 G andB02500 G is shown in Fig. 2~b!. It is at
first surprising to find that at certain magnetic field valu
there are approximately 10%–20% more resonant spin s
than for the adjacent magnetic field values. It is emphasi
that the appearance of the magnetic resonance spectral p
is the direct signature of the discrete atomic lattice site.
Magnetic resonance of a continuous medium would resu
the monotonic spectrum on the positive and negative va
of the magnetic field.

FIG. 2. Histogram of the number of resonant spin sites of the 3-Å unit-
size simple cubic crystal in the presence of a large polarizing fieldB0 and
the field from a 100 nm diameter cobalt ferromagnetic sphere. Magn
resonance spectrum shows distinct peaks in the negative range of ma
field from a ferromagnetic sphere. Enhanced contours of constantBZ from
the sphere between which the peaks occur are indicated in the inset o
figure. The lower part of the figure shows the enlarged version of the s
trum between the values ofB0-1100 G andB0-500 G. Inset shows the dif-
ference between the calculations using a 1-G wide rectangular-shaped
tral response for the spin vs the more experimentally realistic but m
computationally time consuming 1-G linewidth Lorentzian spectral
sponse. Although there is a slight broadening of the magnetic reson
diffraction peaks in the Lorentzian linewidth case, the locations of the sp
tral peaks remain unchanged and provide sufficient spectral peak cont
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In this calculation, and all the subsequent results in t
article, a rectangular-shaped spectral response for the
was used in order to reduce the complexity of the compu
tion. A more experimentally realistic calculation would a
sume a Lorentzian linewidth spectral response, which wo
require a significant increase in the computational time. T
inset of Fig. 2~b! shows the difference between the calcu
tions for the 1-G wide rectangular-shaped spectral respo
for the spin versus a 1-G linewidth Lorentzian spectral
sponse in the field range fromB021100 G toB02900 G.
Although there is a slight broadening of the magnetic re
nance diffraction spectral peaks for the Lorentzian linewid
case, the locations of the magnetic resonance diffrac
peaks remain unchanged, and the spectral peaks contin
be very distinguishable from the background signal, there
providing the required spectral peak contrast. It is also no
here that linewidth narrowing techniques in solid state NM
are not being considered in this article. Introduction of su
techniques to this magnetic resonance diffraction met
might provide a further spectral peak contrast.

A clear explanation for the appearance of the magn
resonance spectral peaks emerges when one visualizes
the resonant spins under the influence of the polarizing m
netic field B0 and the magnetic field from a ferromagnet
sphere. Figure 3 shows five such representation plots
crystal lattice spin sites that are in resonance at a sequen
five magnetic-field values. Only the positive values for t
y-axis indices are plotted for clarity. The magnetic field b
size is 1 G, and the sequence is centered at the magnetic
value ofB021025 G, the location of one of the sharp res
nant peaks in the spectrum of Fig. 2. At the two lower ma
netic field values ofB021027 G andB021026 G, there are
two empty regions at the top and bottom sections of the 1
thin shell of constantBz where no atomic spin sites are in
tersected. The reason is that at these magnetic field va
the top and bottom sections of the shell of constantBz from
a ferromagnetic sphere are between the two lattice pla
and do not intersect the atomic layers. However, there
still many atoms of the crystal shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!
that satisfy the resonance condition, and they form the ba
ground signal in the magnetic resonance spectra of Fig. 2
the field value ofB021025 G the shell of constantBz inter-
sects the crystal lattice so that a large number of spin s
from the two lattice planes at the top and bottom sections
the resonant shell satisfy the resonance condition. The
bands of the resonant atoms from the lattice planes
clearly visible in Fig. 3~c!, as indicated by the arrows in th
plot, and these are the resonant rings that are responsibl
the sharp peaks in the magnetic resonance spectrum. A
next higher values of the magnetic field,B021024 G and
B021023 G, these rings of resonant spin sites from the
tice planes slowly disappear as the top and bottom sect
of the resonant shell of constantBz move between the nex
two adjacent atomic lattice planes. The inset of Fig. 2~a!
indicates the resonant shells of constantBz with the lowest
and highest magnetic field value in the spectra where
diffraction peaks occur. The spin sites between these bo
shells of constantBz are probed in this method of magnet
resonance diffraction.
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FIG. 3. Three-dimensional visualization plots of the simultaneously re
nant spin sites of the crystal lattice. The images are centered at the mag
field value ofB0-1025 G, the location of one of the spectral peaks in
spectrum of Fig. 2. At this magnetic field value, the top and bottom sect
of the shell of constantBZ intersect the two atomic lattice planes, as ind
cated by the arrows. These rings of resonant atoms are responsible fo
magnetic resonance diffraction peaks. At the lower and higher values o
magnetic field, the top and bottom sections of the shell of constantBZ are
between atomic lattice planes, thus no peaks appear in the spectrum.
Downloaded 27 Feb 2006 to 131.215.225.170. Redistribution subject to A
Magnetic resonance diffraction using the magnetic fi
from a ferromagnetic sphere thus results in distinct peak
the spectra that reveal the underlying atomic structure,
though this is accomplished using a different method th
the one originally proposed by Mansfield and Grannel.
opposed to using linear magnetic field gradients in resolv
the crystal planes, ferromagnetic sphere provides highly n
linear magnetic field gradients. Nevertheless, as Fig
shows, the shells of constantBz intersect the crystal in a way
that allows one to resolve and reveal the underlying ato
lattice planes in the magnetic resonance signal. For the
shown in Fig. 3, the shells of constantBz intersect thê100&
planes of the crystal to give the diffraction peaks. This int
section of the shells of constantBz from a ferromagnetic
sphere through the crystal lattice draws a strong analog
the Ewald construction in crystallography.27 However, one
has to remember that in magnetic resonance diffraction u
ferromagnetic spheres, the intersection of the shells of c
stant Bz occurs in the real space lattice, while the Ewa
construction is carried out in the reciprocal lattice space.

Reasons for the appearance of magnetic resonance p
of Fig. 2 in the configuration of Fig. 1 also reveal why su
peaks were not predicted or observed in all the MRFM
vestigations to date. The samples in reported MRFM w
are normally positioned so that the magnetic moment of
ferromagnetic particle is perpendicular to the sample surfa
This conventional configuration is described in the inset
Fig. 4~a!. It is not surprising that this choice of experiment
conditions is made, since the magnetic field gradient alo
the z axis in such a configuration is twice as large as
gradient along thex axis in the configuration of Fig. 1. How
ever, by considering the intersections of shells of constanBz

and the crystal lattice that result in the diffraction peaks,
shown in the inset of Fig. 2~a!, one realizes that none of th
shells can intersect the crystal in Fig. 1~a! in a way that
would resolve and reveal the underlying atomic latti
planes. Figure 4~a! shows the simulation for the configura
tion shown in the inset of Fig. 4~a!, and one observes n
clear signatures of the atomic lattices present.

Although peaks are not evident for a crystal rotated
the angle of 90° angle around they axis, as was shown in
Fig. 4~a!, much like in other crystallographic methods, th
spectral peaks are expected at other angles where the
azimuthally symmetric resonant shells of constantBz prop-
erly intersect the crystal lattice planes. In the azimutha
symmetric system of Fig. 1, there is no diffraction spec
dependence for crystal rotation around thez axis. However,
there is an angular dependence of the diffraction spectra
the crystal rotation around thex axis by the anglef, as well
as on the rotation of the crystal with respect to they axis by
the angleu. Two separate examples are given for the rotat
of the crystal by 45° around they axis in Fig. 4~b! and by the
same angle around thex axis in Fig. 4~c!. As expected, the
magnetic resonance diffraction peaks appear since the s
of constantBz properly intersect the atomic lattice planes
appropriate magnetic field values. Drawing on the analo
with other crystallographic techniques, the shells of const
Bz intersect thê110& and ^101& planes of the crystal for the
two cases shown in Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!. It should be men-
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9991J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 91, No. 12, 15 June 2002 M. Barbic
tioned that the angular resolution of the sharpness of spe
peaks was also computed, and the linewidth of the ang
resolution was found to be approximatelyD50.5° for they
axis of rotation, andD50.2° for thex axis of rotation.

The dependence of the spectral peaks on the crysta
tice dimensions and the ferromagnetic sphere size and m
netization was also investigated. The spectra for the
simple cubic crystal lattices with the unit-cell size rangi
from a052.8 to 3.2 Å is shown in Fig. 5. There is a distin
guishable difference among the five spectra, with differ
frequencies of the magnetic resonance peaks for each

FIG. 4. Magnetic resonance spectra for three different angle configurat
In ~a!, the polarizing magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the sam
surface. The shells of constantBZ responsible for obtaining sharp magnet
resonance spectral peaks do not intersect the sample, and no peaks oc
the sample rotation of 45° around they axis in ~b!, the shells of constantBZ

reveal new spectral peaks by intersecting different atomic lattice pla
Rotation of the sample around thex axis in ~c! by 45° again results in
magnetic resonance spectral peaks.
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cific unit-cell size. This feature is significant for potenti
crystallography applications, since the different frequenc
of the method provide a measurement scale for distingu
ing different crystal lattice dimensions. The variation in t
ferromagnetic sphere size also results in noticeable dif
ences in the observed magnetic resonance spectra. Fig
shows the spectra for the three different cobalt spheres
diameters of 50, 100, and 200 nm. One observes that
frequency of the magnetic resonance spectral peaks is
portional to the diameter of the ferromagnetic sphere, a
the number of resonant spins in each spectral peak. T
observation suggests an important experimental trade
with smaller spheres providing higher spectral resolution,
with the requirement of higher experimental sensitivity d
to the smaller number of spins that needs to be detec
Larger ferromagnetic spheres provide lower spectral res
tion, but allow less stringent sensitivity requirements due
the higher number of spins that needs to be detected in e
spectral peak. Simulations of the effect of sphere mom
also reveal that higher moment materials provide more
merous and sharper peaks at higher field values than lo
moment spheres. Therefore, cobalt or iron spheres are
ferred over the lower saturation magnetization materials s
as nickel.

Further interesting applications of the magne
resonance diffraction using ferromagnetic spheres can
pursued with a closer analysis of the resonant spin s
within a thin shell of constant magnetic fieldBz , as shown in
Fig. 3. It is apparent that the spectral diffraction peaks co
from the very narrow regions of the sample, while there i
large background signal from other resonant spin sites
are intersected by the 1-G thick shell of constantBz . This
feature of magnetic resonance diffraction can be exploite
the studies of crystalline samples that are different from
semi-infinite crystals of Fig. 1. The first example given is
simple cubic crystalline film with a thickness of 100 un
cells in thex direction, but infinite in they andz directions,
and the spectrum expected from such a structure is show

s.
e

r. At

s.

FIG. 5. Magnetic resonance spectra from simple cubic crystals with dif
ent unit-cell dimensions. Different crystal dimensions exhibit different sp
tral peaks frequencies, providing a method for obtaining structural par
eters of the crystals.
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9992 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 91, No. 12, 15 June 2002 M. Barbic
Fig. 7. The resonant peaks occur at the same location a
the semi-infinite crystal of Fig. 1, but they lack the lar
background signal because there are no atoms intersecte
the resonant magnetic field shell beyond the 100th unit c
This reduction in the large background signal would m
certainly be advantageous in experimental work, and wo
qualify this magnetic resonance diffraction technique for u
in thin film studies. The same conclusions from the se

FIG. 6. Magnetic resonance spectra from the simple cubic crystal and
different cobalt sphere dimensions. Higher spectral resolution for the 50
diameter cobalt sphere in~a! is offset by the lower number of resonant sp
sites that needs to be detected. Larger number of resonant spin sites~c!
for the 200 nm diameter cobalt sphere is accompanied by the lower spe
resolution.
Downloaded 27 Feb 2006 to 131.215.225.170. Redistribution subject to A
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infinite crystal regarding the angular resolution and dep
dence of spectral peaks on the crystal unit-cell size apply
the thin film crystal case.

In addition to the thin crystalline structures, the fact th
only narrow sections of the sample contribute to the peak
the magnetic resonance spectra could be applied to the s
ies of small crystallites. Figure 8 shows a simulation of
10031003100 atoms cubic lattice crystallite scanned by t
100 nm diameter cobalt sphere. As the ferromagnetic sph
is scanned over the sample in 12 nm increments, the s
trum shows resonant diffraction peaks in the narrow s
range of approximately 50 nm where the atomic latt
planes of the crystallite pass through the resonant slice
constantBz . A sequence of spectra shows, as in the thin fi
case, that the large background signal is almost nonexis
in the magnetic resonance spectra. Therefore, small cry
lites would also provide distinct peaks in magnetic resona
spectra with many spins in the atomic lattice planes coh
ently contributing to the signal.

PROPOSAL FOR EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION

Following the description of the magnetic resonance d
fraction using the field from a ferromagnetic sphere, a d
cussion on the potential experimental techniques that
suitable for the confirmation of the theory described in t
article is in order. The main argument in this article lies
the finding that this magnetic resonance diffraction meth
provides an opportunity to detect, using a slightly reconfi
ured form of MRFM, the presence of atomic lattice planes
detecting the numerous spins that are coherently in re
nance at the same value of the magnetic field. This sign
cantly relaxes the experimental constraints on the meas
ment from the single-spin detection proposals of MRF
since a larger detected signal is available from additio
spins. This method also alleviates potential single-spin de
tion complications31 in MRFM. Furthermore, the size of th
ferromagnetic sphere that would provide sufficient spec
resolution can be an order of magnitude larger than the
believed to be necessary14 for single-spin detection, furthe

ee
m

ral

FIG. 7. Magnetic resonance spectra from a thin simple cubic crystal fi
The film has 100 unit cells in thex direction, with the unit-cell size of 3 Å.
Large background signal of Fig. 2 is reduced, since no spins are dete
beyond the 100th cell in thex direction.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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9993J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 91, No. 12, 15 June 2002 M. Barbic
easing experimental realization of the technique. The num
of spins that have to be detected in magnetic resonance
fraction using ferromagnetic sphere ranges between 104 and
105 and the number of spins in a spectral peak above
background level is on the order of 103, as Fig. 2 shows.
With the current sub-attonewton force detection capabi
using an ultra-thin cantilever32 and sensitive fiber-optic
interferometer,33 as well as the availability of the ultra-hig
magnetic field gradient sources,21–23 the experimental
groundwork is already laid out for the detection of magne
resonance diffraction of nuclear spins using a ferromagn
sphere mounted on a mechanical cantilever.

Although this magnetic resonance diffraction meth
significantly relaxes the technical requirements in MRFM
the detection of atomic planes by detecting between 103 and
105 spins, the technique proposed in this article still fac

FIG. 8. Magnetic resonance spectra from a 10031003100 atoms crystallite
with the simple cubic structure and 3-Å unit-cell size. The crystallite
scanned under the 100 nm cobalt ferromagnetic sphere in 12 nm increm
As the cube passes through the resonant shells of constantBZ , atomic lattice
planes of the crystallite are resonant at various field values and mag
resonance diffraction peaks appear.
Downloaded 27 Feb 2006 to 131.215.225.170. Redistribution subject to A
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experimental challenges. In most room-temperature NM
experiments the fractional polarization is quite small, on
order of 1025, and improves at helium temperatures to v
ues on the order of 1023. This will have important implica-
tions for observing the magnetic resonance diffraction pe
at those temperatures due to the significant spin-noise b
ground. However, cantilever operation at millikelvin tem
peratures has been demonstrated,32 and similar technical ad-
vancements might alleviate the spin-noise problem. T
spin-noise problem in magnetic resonance is a topic of
going investigations and still somewhat controversial and
well understood.34,35Additionally, this article has focused o
cobalt as the material of choice, but magnetic materials w
similar saturation magnetization but higher anisotropy, su
as rare-earth alloy PrFeB, may be needed to reduce the
fluctuations of the sphere probe.22,36

It should be emphasized that although this article h
been aimed at the MRFM community for the realization
magnetic resonance diffraction, many other detection s
tems may be potential candidates. They include micro-c
NMR,37 micro-superconducting quantum interference dev
detectors,38 Hall sensors,39 superconducting resonators,40 and
microwave waveguides,41 and these provide additiona
routes to the proposed atomic resolution magnetic resona
diffraction. There are many further questions to be pursu
in the field of magnetic resonance diffraction using the m
netic field from a ferromagnetic sphere. They include t
diffraction spectra from crystal structures other than
simple cubic lattice discussed in this article, the depende
of the spectra on ferromagnetic particle shapes other than
sphere, and the dependence of the diffraction peaks on v
ous intrinsic line shapes and widths. These topics are
subject of an ongoing investigation and will be publish
elsewhere. Although this article is focused on imaging a
crystallographic applications, there are intriguing parall
between this diffraction technique and other scientific top
where the interaction of the nanoscopic ferromagnetic
jects and discrete spins of the crystal lattice are of inter
most notably in the field of quantum computation.42–45
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